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Existentittlip'X philopopher Kierkegaard
had predicted that ours waul:d.bevme:the Age
of Journalism; ren would be driyeu toward in-
formation rather than Wisdom...,
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The purpose 'of this study has been to think through tht.experience I have

had aS.the:instructor of a modest pilot within-thtsecondary education.pro-

fessional sequence here in Teachers College.'I,cpmtittedmyself to think and

write,in a deliberately philosophical.way. G. Max Wingo has.taid:'
N '

...the funamental policy question of the purposes of education
cannot be answered hy the educe:En:ma' philosophers alone.. They
should not expect to do it alone and nobody should expect them to.
However, the issue can be raised by philosophers, and should be,
because it is normativei-and therefore philosophical, and b6cause
nobody else in the field of education seems particularly inter-
e ted .n-raising it...The possibility exists for philosophy
o education to move out of its poverty-stricken state, to
assert the leadership it.once had in the intdllectual arena,..

I may well be that too much. time a.lready has beet frittdred
away by philosophers talking to each other and by-aimless
dabbling id the schools on the part ofwell-meaning romantics...
And reorganizers whO think that anything, including human .

edication, will yield to the mechanics of scientific management:'
A

The °paper which the reader has Uefore him (him is used throughout the

work as symbo is offthe species, her is implied and will not be used). not

intended as a.report of what occurred during the ten. weeks of the pilot O'lass

which I taught. This writer intends,Wcommunicate to the reader that he'
4FP

'taught the course in the mood suggested'by the pointS7andOoncerns

in this work.

Tht pilot tpachihg experience consisted of having the- undergraduates

sign on. for seven)hours of study with me: The seven hours Consisted of-four

hours pf a laboratory experience Commonl ,calledj'articipation and.three:

hours of the undergraduate course inthe.Social foundations, . The two

courses are not usually:taken together during the same.quarter and almost-
/

never with the same instructor. /



MY assumption is that undergraduates need t, have long periods of

time within Olichthdy attempt to master conceptual paradigms: paradigms.

Which elks theth to understand the disparate phenomena they see in the

institutional school and in'the:sociqty at large. The tlasteri of sAh

conceptualparadigmsis difficult.- The'difficulty may be compared to

the lack of.easewhich many people have.when trying to learn'a foreign.

i.anguage. *order for studens.tOslearn difficult conceptual langdage.

an optimum.learning situation must exist; the instructor must have a

longer period of contact with.students"than the-normal thirty class hours .

afforded in most quarter-organized classes,
.

The pilot that I am describing allowed for a better time bloc than

would have been the case had the students been enrolled for just one class

with me. During, the first part ,of the quarter the students met with me

for one hour daily in a classroom situation, for five days a week,. There

was additional opportunity fotoprofessotstudent contact at the laboratory

schotil where they "participated:o The frequent meetings and the longer,,time

bloc alloWed for a more favOtable 41 -unate for building concepts which were

based upon real school .(participation) experience. Paradigths could be

./ -built - through the study of1)Ookp,-hand-outs, fiIMs, diActssion lecture;.
. .,

P.

1
c,

.
. i

exams,; etc. - so that:the stUdent0 could come to understand, to make sense
.t

0 of, ,what was, or-was not, ocCurring,in the, participation site at the

laboratory school.

Q.

The pilot was not just based:upon'the advantage of more student

contact hoUr§. One of the criticisms aimed at'the foundations of..education
.

is, that it is done in a vacuum a vacuum detached from the "real" School.

Ihe pilot was an attempt to providA a setting a climdte, a mood
3 within

. ,

.

which the weaving together o.ftheoty and prdctice could occur. For

long educational institutions. have operated as though theory. and practice

c.
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'weretwo seprate realms, while in fact they'are inextricably one.

have written in another place that:

An experience'. (as contrasted to a simple undergoi4) is had
when propoSed actions are seen in terms of possiblp and
anticipated ,consequences. A technical definition-of experience,
and of education, is that particular reconstruction of mere
/undergoing-which adds to the meaning ,o4 what has occurred, and
which increases one's ability to,direct the course of subseguent
everitS.. When that reconstruction occurs, than an experience can
be said to haVe been had. A composed tale of'neaning replaces
the simple undergoing of and being buffeted by raw bccurence.
Theory is the placing of what ii undergone into a broader and
longer course of event's. In order to have an experience one
must-by necessity integrate theory and practice...For Dewey... °,
the reconstruction of occuixence into experience is education.4

WY enc r'Ona engages 'in systematic effoWhe,must,follOw some
.

plethOdOlogy. In some fields methodology is 'obvious, well established,'

fixecratideven capable of being taught to apprentic4/stUdents.

well known ,that we live in an age in which What Peoplejirider'itand science
k

is considered the,mostpowerful: methodology of all. 'There is some

lack OfponsensU8 regarding what the spieritific-method:quinteasentially is

This writer has wrestled'with theWhole problem of what the methodology
ti .

of philosophy of education can and should be.: Integrally related tothe

bread question:of what philosophy of eduCatiOn is to be methodologically,

is the equally important question concerning what methodology isimost

appropriate to the- kind of study this writer is'committed to Acing,

Harold Rosenberg has reviewed two books by Mary McCarthy in the

lieW York Review. of Books: The gevente nth Degree and The Masks of State:

Watergate Portraits. Rosenberg deken McCarthy against a certain

James Fellows. I would like to suggest that.ihis essay is writ:ten in the
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methodological spirit to which Rogenberg refers in his defense of Mary
o

McCarthy.

Rosenberg writes that the masses. Of data.accumuleted.lay the news

media surrounds events with',4 "zone of,morallweightlessness." -He claims,
_ .

.thatilixon tried to defeat the impeachment:inquiry through.a,lands4de

of:details. the American public did not buy into Nixon's ploy:,theydid:

not sUspendAudgmentaintil the-final shred of-evidence was in, Molotov
. ,

was repOted to have said, accordingto Mr. Rosenberg, that, "The facts

are nothing.but propaganda."
6 Molotov meant that what counts is the

framework within'which the data is placed. Rosenberg writes

In the W hin ton Monthly...Mr. James Fellows, one of the
editors,`" attacks McCarthy's newsgathering capacity and...
her apparent 4ck ofrespect for finding out the facts....
His case against McCarthy cOnsists of citing instances in
which ,41e, dared to speak while being less than, fullir,

informed. 7

'After.(Watching the Watergate witnesse McCarthy,co4luded by process

of elimination that Nixon himself had authorized the brek.411 4 a clusion

which was certainly not probably 'true when cCarthywrote 'although tt

made a goodleal of sense. Mr. Rosenberg tells usltho.t Lary McCarthy's

political writing belongs to the genre of people talking to one another.

What distinguishes McCarthyls'dtsceurse is ntitany.secret access
to the, truth but:itg analytical quality and metaphorical reference

ss.tAik'it ranks with the best we have.8
. .

..

i

0
§&Often the academy is suapect by 'the larger public and part of the reason

.
,

may well be that intellectuals, scholarstand even writers simply do not

master the art of good talk at the analytic and metaphoric level.

Michael Novak has written in his The Rise of the Unmeltable Ethnics
v,

that the real task of an intellectual is' to be.a conscious :part of what*

he ia-attetptingto,describe. 'intellectual is not An expert .on the

A
* --

hard questions of self, school'and societyin-the:..SS:MOlay. that a physicist



is an expert;-but it IS he who has historically led:in the search for

Meaning in western.tiviliSatiOn. The intellectual must know what the

experiences of the individual-in society are before he can beginthe-i

difficulttadk ofhelping to articulaie,a description of the human

Condition for his, and his contemporariestime and place. Novak

reminds us tthat the auth0qc intellectual does not telipdople thin0
,c c,

that they must do;. he does not even tell things that they do not already

'know. Instead he helps a peoPle to articulate What is already a pro

)1'

' found but Itent feeling Or recOgnition.tWeare all intellectuals

when' we ar struggling in Obstinate*and COurageous fashion with the

profound questions'which bedevil our:liveS within the human Condrtion,;,

Rdseilberg:reCommends Mc0artheSitwo:lateSt_books for 11...the pleasure

of having an usuallyybrilliant 'pattlicipantin the .family table. talk.:: "9

Perhaps our methodology is simply rigorous thinking' within a philosophical

fraMework, and the result of'the methodologyappliedto autheptit prOblemd

good table"talk?"- What McCarthy does is to unleadh her highly

deveIoped,literary talent upon the 16r41 of qietndm. :This enterprise

is basically thesame-wliether it takes the form,of novels ,'theoretical

essays or reporting.

"Men, " .said. Aristotle, "have a sufficient natural instinct
foewhat is true; and usually arrive at the truth.!' It is
the function of good writing to heightep this instinct and.
stimulate greater reliance on, it.10

III

Op.e of the key problems confronting those of us who think 'seriously
. ,

*bout education isthe mistaken notion that the..institutional school 1.

domehOW.,cleanly separated from the gt ater society. and-culture.



everyday problems of edudation,within thee-institutional school are almost

overwhelming to,thOse who:art in(charge.soit is not always the case that

school problems seen and studied in'histOrical, economic (macro),

pOlitical social ancteven social -class perspective. 'Philosophic

perspective simply means in all too.many'instances that the person

claiming it has felt better, labeling whaL he holds as "philosophic;'"

It ,is being atgued herethat it is the task of those of us who are

:serious students of the institutional SchoOl, and of education more

generally conceiyed, to see.problems,in the brOadeSt Possible 'perspective,

It is especially important for professors in schools of edueation to'

develop such 's. perspective when studying the spedial kinds of problems,

brought to Our doorstep'by the:kinds Of teacher candidates whocoMe.to

.schools of edudation.

'It has beensaid earlier in this-work that undergraduatei need t

have long periods of time at their" disposal so that they could attempt

to'learnthe-neWlanguage of cOneeptualization.and paradigm - building:L

This is:especiaIly trim when one considers, the kinds of yoUhg people

have historically been attracted to elementary and-secondary education

in America. John Martin Rich has written:

The status of teachers during colonial times varied'

considerably.from one colony to another, thereby making
.it difficult to form.an overall appraisal... /however/

It is true that teaching was often looked upon. as a job,

to use in supplementing one's income until something

better materialized...11.

Rich: tells us-that a sAoolmaster's salary was equivalent to such skilled/

workers as carpenters and brdrcklayers. In addition to lew pay, teachers

In cOlonial AmeriPan'W'ere expected to be loyal to the civil goveryent

and:religiOUsly,orthOdoxProfesser Rich then tells his readers:''
"



HoweVer it 'should seem that teachera would chafe under
these restrictions, it shouiclbe remembered thatthrough7
out the history of:AMerican edUcation indiViduals recruited

for teaching careers were those who would abide by such

codes; by the same token, teaching hae tended to attract

the less unconventional. "FeW teachets, 'acCording to-

Howard K, Beale in his diseuesion.of freedom of teaching

..in colonial titaes,7thad ever thought of differing fiomH

colonial viewa. ,Many regarded theselves as guardians,

of.correet'thinking..14
12

.

The value systei.of the.tea6her is usually more of an area of scrutiny

while job huntinvthan is the Area of academic Preparation. By recruiting

only.thOseteachere whose-'VO.lueeare generally cpngruent with the valUes
N

A

of the school district thereis 4 sdbtle avoidance of later diffi6Olty.

Thenineteen. si*tiesHWASastartlinvex6oPtion, but even during that

anomalOde 46a04:the brave, iconclaetic,. trodble-attractingteacber was

a small minority. The conservative natureOf theladeteen seventies
Y '

along with thelteacher shortage" has alloweda closer scrutiny' aY those

a
who hire. It is still true that most teachers come from families Whose .

if

main source of 4ncome is from small factory' jobs, small business

and lower echeldp_corporate work,- The.sons'and daughters of these

parents still vier` teaching as a position allowing for,social mobility.

It-has.nOt been Ott*ef this matrix of the social POpulation from which

the most inquisitivand iconoclastic persons haveCoMe.
13

Teacher educatiOri haShistorically attractedpersonOrot the
. a

ranks of ;the lower, middle claes and from among the families of the

semi-skilled working class. Prospective teachers have

not come from the kamaies of.thoseogho have been economically:politically

or socially powerful. This writer is not making a case for the inherent

inferiority Of.yOung,perlons from such social backgrounds.; but the-thesis,

-is b log forwarded that college student: from the kinds of origiO;

4

being:described-have not,Come to College or university with a rich

1'



background in terms of what is deemed important for the sUccessfUl-teaching
,

-
Of academicsubjects.. .0ne can make an argument pi theelass biaf

academic success indiCatort, buta that as it may, the teachers colleges

have not historically drawn from a universe of the most academically

talented, FOr a whole seiTes of reasons .it would be accurate ,to say .7-
4

that-12 teachers have not` been the folks whO:have raised the earth;

.shaking questions concerning the assuMptionaupon which our mature- rests.

The hard fact'iathat teacher candidateacontinueto be,the:kinds

of,young persons who do not have many other attractive profesSiOnal options.:

They have chosen-teaohingas
,

aProfession because they recognized it

as the most-probabla.aVenne out,Of blue co lar/ancfsmall business fobs.
...

:4 . ,..,.
With the radical..transfOrma4on. -o6O1 ege attendanCelOinceA945

after 194,5,. to attract students N./Wise famtNies were,not economically

we haVe poen the sons and daughters-,of working plaSSA5arentiattending

colleges in. an unprecedented way. Xhe teachers ,4011egei:.continueds.

.

.
. ,

:.'- '.. .,..-,

. :-. ,

.

. ...

- :-. -(:: '- -e;- ,:

_, 14
secure and. who did not in 'mon cases haVe dedess. to thehigh,culture.

Theschoolz- of education continue to attract students who have a-narrow
,'..,-

--,----,-,

vocational view of higher education :,For so, :,many, of our studeniS a degree:

and.teachin-vcettificate means:,a ticket out: of the' ranks of tradesman;

housewife,:nOn-union_labor, hamburger franchise 'assistant manager,!!'..

'beautician,,dental assistant, scribe for a, large(corporation small

*
businpssman,'etc.

.

!,''The central ,question to be asked and Confronted ,is: hi:* does one
.,.

. 0 .

"honor the commitment to the democratization of higher educational

9plunities -,hoW does one Meet:the commitment to the concept of a

career open tto talents - and at the<ame, time insure that the earning

of asdegree'in higher eddcation means the attainment of the tools and



/
,

attitUdeto understand;and enjoy the fruits of the high cultil&in
. .

,. St , : ,
''

l''
., . . . . . ..

western soc7iety?, 14gher;educatioh and schools of edUdation-,in Bareicilla
.: .- . .... ;

. . .;1-.- ;
-. .. , , ,, .

must insue that the (gXaduate'has:a Chance of beComing a pprs,On who has

the tools and proclivttieS to master2and_enjoythe intricacies ,of tiler

higher culPure. It is, not clear to this writer at this .historical

time that' those. who earn a fdur year. degree and/or teaching'certificate%

4

are becoming anYthingbut white collar.proletarian. The fear being

expressed here is that far from be6ming adults who have begun the

A ; ,

mastery of the high culture theyare becoming adults. with a narrow

technician focus, i.e. the "nurses" afliarry,-13rbudyls description.

Rrofessor Broudy writes that-he4is Impelled to:

...blame the illusion that our Clasarolomsare staffed
byprofessional teathers as one of the most insidioRs,
causes of our slowness in rhaking%progress in the gen.-
uine reform of schools.-It as if, we wondered why
medicine aid not progress if medical practice were
carried on exclusively by nurses,,technicians, and
hospital,aides: Yet we have,somethin4olike this on
the teaching staffs'Of our schools, except -that our
teachers are nowhere- so. well trained'in teChniques
as nurses are...All that saves the teacher from mechanical
-following of rules is the perspective provided by whatever
general educationhepicked up 4uring the undergraduate years-15

.

It is-the contention of this work that higheneducation should

attempt to turm a carpenter,into a man and not a man into a carpenter.

That is not tosay.that a society does not' need carpenters; but the,

point is that the Greek concept ofman means a citizen ofthe poll s -

a person who has developed his intelleftual and spixitual capacities, so

that participation, in the affairs of humankind is passible. The young:

'

person who comes,to college must, have:a chance to becothe all that he

or she can become. In spite of-a recognition that intellectual concerns

.

-must be bakanced by a healthy psyche, this writer maintains that the

main"husiness..ofiligher educatipn is to help develop the academic,



A

intellectual, cognitive , facet's of man. The citizen of the,polis in

tias-Greece was 4. participant because he was thought to. possess
.

. , . ..
1,reaSon,:, It t seems clear btha mastefy of the high culture- of the west-

4 4still: means the intellectuai pOwier:to understandand enjoy the quintesSenc

of the west's cnitUral heritage.. The college or university Taust not
-

cheat the.sons and daughters of workers! The parents-ho do the dif cult

jobs in .this c untry have 'long diealped that their children could go onON
.....

tO higher education. Most. of us have ,believed that it was a. progressive
.

step when, the doors of' de colleges were% opened to the children :of

parents who profited from 'social revOlutionof the New Deal, hut

if higher- education is -to' becoille "deb then it wc!uld b4.7 cruel hoax

indeed. Entry into'.higher education Must allow the .sons' and daugtiterli. 7.

Of the working. class to become persons who understand that to study;'

',Cervantes or Newton or, 8olzhefiitSyn does not have- to be immediately ,
... . .

relevant or practidal.. It is another whola,argument when one begins
,

, 0

to
.,,
analyzeAhe kinds of political,' economic,' et..., changes which need

to take plaCe :in :American society Which would allOwcus to becoMea
. .

. ' 16cratic community where ecopomic security would be more posdiblei :..

Ttiese young people must be given the chance to understand that.t;he

development of the mind* the appreciation of the great storehopse

lieStern culture..is. tsia.e:tical in the most profound. ssoS01e. of the
c:41,

they must come to.see as the Greeks did, that the unexamined

less -iqorth living.

Robert Hutchins is not a favorite of those who have subscri

what is commonly considered the dernocratiZatiOn of higher <educati

There are profound chasms: of disagreements between this writer and
.he pereellies. Huuchins to be saying, but-thereis common ground
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v

well. It is being argued here that MI..; lintchids'unAerstood begorefmany

of us that 'higher edUcatien might,hot be compatible-with the' kind of

1 4' .' 0
democratisation which has occu-rred_e This writgr-isonot arguing for the

kinds of standards Whichexclimle the poor and less fortunate from

universities and teachers collegesi-les saying that the university
.

experierice.m4st be the kind.afintellectualene whichallowt.the

,

Student the chance to underst4nd.the assumptionsupon:Wilich the,60.tuie.

iSlbuilin.e Way that do not be easilSr dupliCable if he Aid.not

attend.. a-political and economic 4uestiono speak of.what share
.

.
. 4

of the wealth certain kindp.ofjoibabhould.command,. We.hameerrontodsly

tied -college education-to-thwpro4seOf more salary;..and Hutchins 'was.
[GNC '

one of first to Systematically Warn us. The sons and daughters. oaf

. ,

the workingClisahave found. 'out that ih spite Of fOur irear degrees the

best positions in the:econopy/7SLll go to competitors Whose real

advantage.ip that they made a."wiseNgenetic choice" in a society where

birth and family onte are still crucial to monetary success.xt

Hutchins has wiitten:

Turning professional schools into. vocational schools
Aegrades the universities and,ddes no ekevate the
professions...My, ciontention. is that the trick of

the-irade cannot :be learned in a univei\sityp and that

if they can be they *shattid not be The ,k cannot be

learned in'a univevit.y' because they get of of datg
and new tric16 take their place, because the teachers
get out of date and cannot keep up witheurrent tricks
and because.irt4ks can be learngd only in the actual
'situation inwhich they can be employed.17

Hutchins cone i ues: all that tan be learned in a university is general
..2.=

1

principles-, the fundamental propositions of any discipline.

The trouble with the popular
iii
otion f utility is

,

that it confuses immediate with-final ends. Material
prosperity and.' adjustment to the environment are good

', more or less, but they are not good in themselves and

.there are other goods beyond them. The intellectual
virepes, howeVer, are goods.intthemselves and good as
means to happiness.,18

14
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Harry Aroudy said said that relevance makes s ense,in higher
4 f

education only if ofie,hes already gained freedom, from Plato's cave and

become enlightened by knowledge.. Por a young person to dtmand immediate

relevance and freedom frOM academierules makes sense only if
.

to bp ,therely traindd,and if:he can do what higherlirclueation demandt on

< -

his own, Without subscribing t9 the university's-version offs academic
) .... k

. A

, .

discipline.
'

The burden of proof, Broudytalls us,- is on th student.
..

.0

We may...dbe approaChing the moment of; truth in higher
LeducatIOn, when oily thOse who can use the resources
of the univeksit ...will be given access to

P
Christopher leach

,

and Eugene Genovese,h ve written that the university,

no longer serves an exclusive upper ale institution..20 The university's
.

most important function today is, they, inform. us that of training 4,
- )

. vast body: Of intellectual workers upon whom thecorporate sySteM:depende:

Zh tire- last, quarter..century :the' university- has become in a special-senSe.:

. .

cfass institution: The university trains technical workers in

the special 'skills needed to run the industrial /corporate bdreaucraciee'

and to carry out the commands) of the Managerial elite. Higher education

has becom e, a higher level o industrial epprenticethip. Lasch and Genovese

coninue: stead of educating Men and women of general culture,, the

university n trains petiple who administer and govern through the appli-

.

cation-of special.ekpertise and skill to narro ly defined problems.
, -

The .university longer a place in which philosophical questions about

the very premise upon which the society is based can be raised.

There are those who profit from using the tinivers,ities and the who;e

school system as a place in Which to train intellectual'woikers: These

intellectual workers are to find compensation for powerlesness in a

culture of consumption. and mindless leisure.
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If the children ciE those who work at lOWer and niddieleVel jobs are to

. 1

he really educated in the university in a way that they do TT become unwitting
0

accomplices of a status quo which neither they nor their parents. had a voice in

establishing, ehen.they must be made a, see that.they have a vital stake in the

maintenance of intellectual Standards. They m.t be given a chance'to understand

.

that a restoration of, learning must occur. The arts and-humanities must be
1

rescued from. their degraded, essentially,ornamenta1,1pOsition. The ultimate

goal is humanize hecondi ions olitindustrial apprenticeship by restoring

,the unity of all lea niing wit in the context of an industrial democrAcy as

Dewey envisioned.21 Scientific and technical Subjects must be taught in a way

so that the student can develop an ethical perspective, , The pretense of

4

objectivity: has betone irresponsible. ecause the techniques have'been drawn.

excluSivefrom the hard sdiences, particularly quantiiiiable.Stience,vhile

unquantifiable experience has been pejoratively relegated to the "value judgment"'

zone. The humanities tradition requires disciplined reflection of experience

as wellwas the mere having of it; obv4ously this entails the use of a finer

discriminative ability than the eype afforded by common sense alone.

We must tom to Understand hat education is accomplished when unde,the

tutelage of the cultized mind .t

1

That process cannot be democratic! This encounter,. which must occur between

less cultivated one achieves new insights.

Torofeepor and student in higher education,

...is the act of inquiry,twith all the diana and uncertainty
gto which any real inquiry is subject. Insights as well. as

mistakes and false starts .re ' unique events. The happy
t%phrase, the clever turn of the argument, the Indignations,

the satersfactions - these constitute the living process of
becoming educated. This is...Ohat.high school' students
anticipate in higher education, and they are understandably
disappointed' when they find that they are expected to spend
ninety per cent of their time continuing'the didactics of'.../
high schoo1.22
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,General education as opposed to:training and narrow vocational education

results in thinking and feeling with the resources of the learned, and

hopefully, the Oise.

proVides hl.s, own test

the process itself.

BroudY tells 116that

of self-cultiVatiOn%

Iv.

h'e generally educated,Persen

the test of the process is
0 0o

It has been asserted in section three of this work, that schools and

4 .

celleges have:.been sending men and women into the world who no longer,
,,

,

*
,r. _ ,

..,.
-

understand the creative ptinciples ofiwestern,society. pur civilization

cannOt be effectivelymaintained without the revival of the central'

perennial culture of thesweatlern world., The institutions of the west,

at their best(Were formed by men who learnedto regard themselves as

inviolable'persons because they usedreasOn to.cdnfront the problematiC

They considered reason .to be that power which alrowed peraons to comprehend

iOle physical and moral order of the cosmos and.man's plate, witbin,th4

cosmos: Freedom eor rational meant that within that order there

iexsted a personal moral4tqapontibility tepetform duties and to! xercise

corresponding rights.
. ,

.Modern education is seemingly bas2
I

ed,upon a'denial that it iS

or usefut'for the colleges and universities to ttansmit classical culture

of the, West frOm one generatien to the next.. Some Of that denial is done
. .

in the name of John Dewey but it:is.well known by those people who
U

necessary.

seriously study Dewey that his disagreement with Plato never included a

denial of the great western intellectual tradition 23 The vacuum,in



higher education is, filled with eleibive, eclectic, spdcialized, accidental,

incidental, spontaneous, vocational. substitutet. There is no _common faith,

.
no' common body of principle, no common body, of knowledge, no common moral

L '

a

or intellectual discipiine.2' The graduates and citizens have no common

purpose and I1Lb!cOnin on culture. T ere is no community of scholars
',

there'
,,;

is no community. N o Walter Lipptann has written:-

We.ha.ve established a system'Iof education in4which tae
insist that c.rhile everyone must be educated, yet there"
is nothing in ,particulat that an educated man must know:

It has °been said by'SoMe that things change so qbitkly that the ofd4Olassical

. _
heritage is- no

1
longer,releVant. Lippmenn disagrees: he contends that we

v .

frhave 'abolish'ed the old .curriculum because we are aaid of i-t,,, "...afraid.

i. . ,' e '

to face. an a. modern dellocratic society the severe discipline and thesociety

'universedeep, disconcerting issues. of the nature of the and of man's
.

..,
7 .

place in it and Of Ids deatirly.2o \,
,...,,

/
r

Lip nn words cannot 'be improved .upon .isly paraphrasing.. This key

idea from him gets at the very heart of the malaise in higher education
1

that this work is developing. Walter Lippmann writes:

For what enables men to khow more ,than ;their ancestors
¢ is that they hart with a knowledge of -what their ancestors
have already learned...It is tradition which brings them to
wh9re advanced experimentation is possible.",indiyiduals do
not have the time, the -opportunity, or the energy to make
all the experilents to discern all the significance: that has
gone into the naking of the whole 'heritage of 'civilization..
If they exclude the tradition of the past from the curricula
...they IV it necessary for each generatiolk to repeat the
errors;.

ti

There' is one more central _point to be uncompromisingly naiied down in

this foUrth section 7 higher education is not the whole of l'real' life

itself. 'Like any Construct or work of art,. the university is a slice of
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the whole.' .The university experience can never'be an exact mirror.of the

whole of life-nor ,should it'be. Real.scholarship always moves in.a ream

where choices are more numerous and the possibilities more varied than they

are at 'the levgl'of the 'practical. At the level of everyday affairs the,

choidis are narrow partly because prejudice has become set °At the level

of though the'cho '. re broad because there is no compulsio.of events.
A

.
.

Dewey called thought a dress rehearsal. In spite of the power of thought

to capturec,explain and direct the flow of events it is.uell recognized that
1

it is hubris to, the extreme to think that cognition can ever completely explain

and yastbr the brute flow Of events. It is obVious then that the university

ex jiie. .elcialis always, somewhat removed from the arena. It .is not a violation

t

...

_ A't
Or t e DeWeyan spirit to say With Lippmann that the realm oE the scholar

-';

is ver immediate. The scholar' s province, and the proper main province pf

the university; is in the past from Which bedistillsunderstanding; and.'
.

the future, for which he prepares insight. The university is in but not

f'Iomplet ly,of the town. Harr, Broudy' has said

t'Andl

..:a-highgrade'e4dcationlcit all may niet be implausible

and quixOtie afters all. For it, .is the workman,' to 'whom

jOkiS no more' than a brute necessity, Who mo't' urgently
needs the schOOling kreflective.capacity
td'eXpana the narrow parginsaf his life.28 '

,][1 general education, the 'sChoolWould induct every Pupil
into the vestibules of connOissedrOlp phases of

human life. It would preach openly:thatthe cultivation
df onl's power,for.lilngwell,is,adUty as well as-a privilege.?

Can, the teachers colleges avoid addressing themselves to the ghallenge?

It is the position oX this work that. the schools of4pducation cannot and

mu.s ts\ not . -
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Teadher education must not.allow itself to operate outatl:de theperenniar

iconcerns of weStern civilization. Teachers colleges must not lose sight of

the larger concerns confronting the historical culture of whicii they are a.

,part. Granted, the schooli,of education cannot and must not become aSlaviO

replica of the colleges of literature, science, and the arts, but it is within
.

1 the lihLal arts Colleges where the central concerns of the west have been

I

studied; therefore.teachera colleges will separate themselves from this

mainstream at their peril.:Admitbedly every profession needs certain

special skills in order to perforni, but every profession is tempted bylethe u.se

of jargon, "expertise", and in-hou(separOChiality instead of wisdom. Thd

teachers colleges' must struggle .to maintain a connection with the wain cOncerns

of western civilization. We must realize that a beginning teacher who possesses

great deal of technique but ,who is Apt grounded. in the big books of the\ west.
.01

may be as dangerout as a debater who.is willing to argue any side of the :issue
,

on demand. in order, to-win points for his debate team.

An the concluding section of this work the aim will be to sketch out a
.

mood withit\which teacher education should be .conducted. It should be made

clear that this writer understands certain kinds of narrower professional
,

competencies have tb be dealt with in order to perpetuate a profession, but
, , V

the argument being forwarded here
.

is that the narrower professional concerns
.

-

must be anchored to the lar er and greater codcerneand traditions of western

li1).

Systems-of in rmation especially if they attempt Us become "scientific"
se.

tend to "lock themSelves within th r owp. irhOuse treadmill,

perpetually buzzing after

"....and the man

usually misses what is really happening,

that other region. ..."3° /Theespecially.in himself...Art sp

forms of,imaginatiqn'that an

A

are. perhaps. the ultimate data?

20
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,

The artistic tradition in the west has always attempted to'set things down

simply, and tokold,to a standard Of rightness against the chaos of contingent

:life. Is this not at the ntei of what teacher competencyshoUld'be? Since

, . ,

the time of classic Greece,. p n the artist, has used language and other J
t

'Constructs to get at, and ,.?1.,1?Jetingly capture, what..was ConsideW to be

it
essential and Universal.7',T40 quest-is ir4 no way demeaned'because it wasJ
finally realized. that in the end life and being are mysterious - mysterious

-(and resistant to our .efforts `to comprehend..
t14

WilliaM Barrett has, written that the actual life of a pe ple occurs within

the felt texture of eXperience;:in the mooda, and emotions that bind and divide

1

us within the daily.round:of life.0"That is whiart, which is: So mudia matter.
7

.

of texture and style, reachesa stratum of historical reality deeper than that

of ideas."31 Herbert Marcuse has written that whenever philogoPhyWas not- I

'imerely apologia it hash Confronted the given faCts by what those facts delude.

Philosophy begins when the given state (a11 of it) is questioned. Marcuse says

:that the philosophic quest procedes from,the finite world to the contruction

f a reality which is not subject to the painful difference between potentiality

and actuality. It is apparent that philosophy and art are at the center of

:pyeatern experience.: It is al o' apparent that thetime has come A.ntlude

philosophy in our analySiS of problems in education. The schoOls operate

-

according to an ,implicit philosophy, but in Most cases the philosophic premise

.3.0 camouflaged. ,41Marekthyalks of e philolophic quest OhiCh is a.conscious

effort tp knot all our knowledge and tilsight into a linguistic, structure in

which things are °called by their right names.
32

At the very heart of what is before us' is the realization that man is a

contingent being. Real edUcation - as welt as authentic philosophy.and,art

)have always spdken of courage:,coUrage as the act of life itself, the courage
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r I

4

,. ,4
to go on creating and enduring againet the'backdrop ol-r possible nada.

-

Barrett speaking of the EngTibh writer, E. M. Fors ai, has explained that he,'

Forster, knows that the beet things in a civilizatrO and indeed civililation.

rd

itself, are perched precariOusly over the'abyss of:nd a and contingency.

William

.

Around,the-clean Well-lighted place of BrneStBeMin ay's metaphor lurk the
. 'e

Bitimatereality may well be the surgebrifite'occurrence that
,

.

lows Over and around and through.' Us and whittle 04-day ever succumbs to

man's Attempt to control it. The realization 4,S 'human sitationAs

<1«

education ii its quinteasential,sensel Ti.eaChineWeSsehtially .6tory/telling.
, r- !:7

The mature4Person4vho has wrestled with 'and coat rites to-wTastleJWith'4the

.
1- -ci .:- ''

', I .:,. . .

spectre. Of?nada and ehe.goblins develops conceituallImetaphoric.arilstic:,
.

, . ..

i-- , .

philosophic :tools to cope w4,th the _seeming chaos!. .The community of scholars
_ ..

.t

and teOchets construct a story whi,Cenables persons and a people to deal with

the:most profound4)roblemS which bedevil all of us during, core authentic

moments of realization.

The storie mug tell of-the most universal and at the
same time btimate matters we all live through,, but never
fully comprehend....Becauso despite all:our progress and
ourvaunted accumulation of knowledge, we ,are still children
in the dark who... /construct] stories'so that we will not
be so alone, that tne darkness may becoMe more familiar...
and the poor shreds and patches of our life" be pieced 'together. '

Those of us who .teach yin' higher education must be less diffident than we.

haVe been during ha recent past. We must have confidence that we pan re-:

-
establish our bridges to.the .tap -roots of our- .culture,. We must come 'to -believe

.

in the Community of Scholars. We who are professors in higher education must
'0

do more than simply start:Where the students are at-.;,. we musttake the some, --

where. In order to do that we must have-some convictions about where they

about what is °worth learnini, Martin Buber has written:.. should go - convictions

22
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the opposite pole fret compulsion there stand's
not freedom but communion...At the opposite pole of
bel.ng compelled by destiny or nature or men there/

`doge, not stand being fitee fof those things] but to
commune and to covenant with them. To do this, it
is true (that one must have first become indepefident;
but this independence is 'a 40otbridge, not a dwelling
place. Communion iri education...means being opened
up and drawn in. Fireedom in education is the
possibility of 'comnunion.Pit

V

23

U



Epilogue

The,-extension of ourselves. into outer space,.

as Kuhriak, ;hows, is only more' of the same,
and can hardly tell us much aboutL'our own

,
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